HSF-00001: An error occurred parsing incoming XML by (HSFSmartViewServlet) request.
   Cause: Some error occurred while processing Smart View incoming request
   Action: See error messages displayed on SVC UI.
   Level: 1
   Type: ERROR

HSF-00002: Unable to open parent document.
   Cause: Could not open Alcar Document.
   Action: Check logs for more details on this error.
   Level: 1
   Type: ERROR

HSF-00003: Invalid Session.
   Cause: Invalid Session.
   Action: Login again.
   Level: 1
   Type: ERROR

HSF-01000: Failed to open the server.
   Cause: OpenServer API failed
   Action: Check the associated exception message in logs.
   Level: 1
   Type: ERROR

HSF-01001: Validation of parameters failed : {0}
   Cause: Invalid parameter.
   Action: Ensure valid parameters are used. Check logs for more details.
   Level: 1
   Type: ERROR

HSF-01002: A database name must be specified.
   Cause: Database name is missing.
   Action: Provide a database name.
   Level: 1
   Type: ERROR

HSF-01003: An Entity name must be specified.
   Cause: Entity name is missing.
Action: Provide an entity name.
Level: 1
Type: ERROR

HSF-01004: Either user name and password or SSO token must be specified.
  Cause: User name and password or SSO token is missing.
  Action: Provide user name and password or SSO token.
  Level: 1
  Type: ERROR

HSF-01005: Import Failed.
  Cause: Check logs for more details on this error.
  Action: Check logs for more details on this error.
  Level: 1
  Type: ERROR

HSF-01006: Export Failed.
  Cause: Check logs for more details on this error.
  Action: Check logs for more details on this error.
  Level: 1
  Type: ERROR

HSF-02000: HSF failed to instantiate XML reader from (HSFJavaAPIServlet) request.
  Cause: This is most probably CLASSPATH configuration problem.
  Action: Ensure that HSF CLASSPATH has not been changed.
  Level: 1
  Type: ERROR

HSF-02001: An error occurred parsing incoming XML by (HSFJavaAPIServlet) request.
  Cause: Some error occurred while processing Java API incoming request
  Action: See error messages displayed in logs.
  Level: 1
  Type: ERROR

HSF-06000: Native library(HSFGatewayJNI) failed to load.
  Cause: HSFGatewayJNI.dll not found under java library path.
  Action: Check java library path is set correctly and HSFGatewayJNI.dll exists under java library path.
  Level: 1
  Type: ERROR

HSF-06001: An error occurred when trying to initialize the Registry component.
  Cause: May be the system is not configured properly.
  Action: Ensure environment is properly configured.
  Level: 1
  Type: ERROR

HSF-20000: An error occurred parsing incoming XML by (HSFSmartViewServlet) request.
  Cause: Some error occurred while processing Smart View incoming request
  Action: See error messages displayed on SVC UI.
HSF-21000: Unknown Action in Import/Export request handler.
Level: 1
Type: WARNING

HSF-22000: An error occurred parsing incoming XML by (HSFJavaAPIServlet) request.
Cause: Some error occurred while processing Java API incoming request
Action: See error messages displayed in logs.
Level: 1
Type: WARNING

HSF-26000: Unable to load HSFVersion.properties.
Cause: Cannot find or load HSFVersion.properties
Action: Ensure environment is properly configured.
Level: 1
Type: WARNING

HSF-26001: Unable to extract version from HSFVersion.properties.
Cause: Cannot find version in HSFVersion.properties
Action: Have an entry named version with a valid value in HSFVersion.properties.
Level: 1
Type: WARNING

HSF-26002: Registry lookup for STRATEGIC_FINANCE_PRODUCT failed.
Cause: Cannot find STRATEGIC_FINANCE_PRODUCT in EPM registry
Action: Check if wlpool.jar is in classpath.
Level: 1
Type: WARNING

HSF-41000: ExportOptions extracted : varType {0}, pdType {1}, delimiter {2}, format {3}
Level: 1
Type: NOTIFICATION

HSF-41001: Import Succeeded.
Level: 1
Type: NOTIFICATION

HSF-41002: Export Succeeded.
Level: 1
Type: NOTIFICATION

HSF-42000: ExportOptions extracted : varType {0}, pdType {1}, delimiter {2}, format {3}
Level: 1
Type: NOTIFICATION

HSF-46000: Java Library Path = {0}
Level: 1
Type: NOTIFICATION